For an (n -k+ l)-connected map / from a connected smooth nmanifold M to a connected smooth (n + fc)-manifold V , where M is closed, we work out the isotopy group [M c V]f in the metastable range n < 2k -4 . To prove our results, we develop the Hurewicz-type theorems which provide us with the efficient methods of computing the homology groups with local coefficients from the homotopy groups. 
Introduction
Let Mn and Vn+k be connected smooth manifolds of dimensions n and n + k and /: M -> V a smooth map. Assume that M is closed. Designate [M c V] = nx(VM, Emb(Af, V), j) the set of isotopy classes of embeddings with a specific homotopy to / where VM means the space of smooth maps from M to V and Emb(Af, V) is the subspace of smooth embeddings of M in V. It is well known that [M c V]f is an abelian affine group in the metastable range n <2k -4 and is called the isotopy group (cf. [11] ).
Suppose that /: M -> V is (n-k+ l)-connected. A theorem due to Haefliger [6] asserts that / is homotopic to an embedding for n <2k -3 . In this case the set [M c V]f is nonempty and it is meaningful to enumerate it. Without loss of generality, we assume that /: M" -► Vn+k is an (n-k + l)-connected embedding and we identify M with j(M) c V. Then our results could be stated as follows. The above theorems generalize the results of A. Haefliger [7] in the case that y2n _ fi2n
Now assume V is a nonorientable manifold and denote by p: V -> V its orientation double covering. Let T: V -> V be the nontrivial covering transformation of p. Set Af = p~x(M).
(Notice that in general M is not the orientation covering of M.) We have In this paper we refer to the singularity approaches [2, 9, 12, 13] which convert the enumeration of [Mn c Vn+k]f into the calculation of H"_k+x(Afx2S°°,MxP™;Zv{f)) for an (n -k + 1)-connected map /. In §1, we recall the definition of the topological space Ay x2 S™ and discuss its homotopy properties. Our Theorem 0.1 is proved in §2 by using a relative twisted Hurewicz theorem-Proposition 2.1. Sections 3-5 are engaged in the proof of our Theorems 0.2-0.4. The following twisted Hurewicz theorem is established at the beginning of §3 and afterwards showed very powerful in our computations of the first homology groups with local coefficients.
3.1. Theorem. Let X be a path-connected topological space. Suppose that Zî s a local system oj integers on X characterized by a homomorphism cp: nx(X) -> Aut Z . Then there is an isomorphism
where n^ = ker</>, nx~ = nx(X)\n^, [n^, n+] is the commutative group oj nx > [kx]2 is the normal subgroup oj n^ generated by the elements x2 jor x e n~.
Preliminaries
Let /: Mn -> Vn+k be an embedding. Denote by Af = P(V; M, M) the space of paths in V from Af to Af. Naturally, there is an inclusion Af c P(V;M,M)
induced by the constant paths of M _ V. Let 5°° be the unit sphere in an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. Designate Ay x2 5°° as the quotient of the product Ay x 5"°° by the involution (a, a) -> (o~x, -a). Certainly, Af x P°° (the quotient of Af x S°° ) is a subspace of Ay x2 5"°° .
Let rAf and rV be vector bundles over 62rAf = (rAf x rAf) X2 5"°° and 62Af = (Af x Af) x2 S°° , respectively. Hence there is a virtual bundle *F(/) = P*{(62tM) -p^(rV §>X) e e"-k over Ay x2 S°° where px: Af x2 S°° -» 62Af and p2: Ay x2 S°° -» V x P°° are given by px( To calculate the homology group in the above proposition, we should first determine the homomorphism wx(y¥(j)): nx(Af x2 S°°) -* Z2. From the assumption that ker/" C 7r+(A7), it follows that n2~\V, M) = cp. By Proposition 1.3, the orientability of *P(/) is completely determined by its restriction on Af x P°° . If n is even, then 7r+(Af x P°°) = n[+)(M) x T2 and <(Ay x2 5°°) = n2(V,M) ■ n+(M x P°°). In this case, [7r+(Ay x2 S°°), n+(Af x2 S°°)] is generated by the commutators of subgroups n2(V, M), 7tj+)(Af) x T2 and the commutators between them:
If [w<2>] and [«(•»] e 7rf , then [«(')] _ n+ and <9u = (u^ -p)-(k<°> -p)-«0). Thus^
[(x,e,l),(e,a,l)]
and [(x, e, 1), (e, a, m)]
[7tJ"(Ay X2 5100)]2 is generated by (x, a, I)2 and (x, a, m)2 for x G n2(V, M), a € n\~](M). It follows from Lemma 3.3 that 77, (Ay x2 S°° , Af x P°° ; ZW{f)) is isomorphic to the quotient group of n2(V, M) by the normal subgroup generated by the commutators of n2(V, Af) and the following elements:
x ■ ha(x~x), x -ha(x) for x G n2(V, Af), a € n[+\M),
x -ha(x), x •ha(x~x) for x 6 n2(V, Af), a e 7ij-1)(Af). Hence [7t+(Ay x2 S°°), n\~(Af x2 S°°)\ is generated by the commutators of n2(V, M), n~l(M x P°°) and the commutators between them:
[(x,e, 1), (e, a, 1)] for x e n2(V, M), a e 7r(,+)(Af),
[(x, e, 1), (e, a, m)] for x e n2(V, Af), a g 7r(j_)(Af).
[7rj"(Ay x2 5100)]2 is generated by 
The homotopy addition theorem asserts that ipd ( [7tJ"(Ay x2 S°°)]2 is generated by (x,a, I)2 and (x,a, m)2 for x G n(2](V ,M),a G nx(M). From Lemma 3.3, 77i(Ay x2 S°° , Af x P°° ; Zy{f)) is isomorphic to the direct sum of Z with the quotient group of n2+\v, M) by the normal subgroup generated by the commutators of n2+\V, M) and the following elements:
x -ha(x~x), x • ha(x) for x g t4+)(F, Af), a e nx(M),
x -ha(x), x • ha(x~x) for x G ^2_)(F, Af), a e nx(M).
Notice Because we have (x, e, m)2 = (e, dx, 1), the image of (x, e, m) in Hx(Af x2 S00, M x P°°; Z«j/(y)) is of order 2. By using Lemmas 3.3 and 4.1, a discussion similar to the case that n is even shows that Hx(Af x2 S°° , M x P°° ; Zvlf)) « H{2+)(V, M;Z2) + Z2* H2(V, M; Z2). It is evident that the elements of B can be uniquely decomposed as products £ • (3c, a, 1) for cf G A. Thus [^(Ay x2 S°°), n+(Af x2 S°°)] is generated by the commutators of subgroup n2(V, M), n\(M x Px), and the following commutators:
